Topaz rhyolites are fluorine.,.rich alkaline silicic lavas and shallow intrusives that are characterized by the presence of topaz (AI 2 Si0 4 F 2 ) in gas cavities, commonly associated with MnFe garnet, bixbyite, pseudobrookite, specularite, quartz, and other minerals. In the western United States, Cenozoic (O.5--50m.y. .old for dated examples) topaz rhyolites occur on both sides of the Colorado Plateau (in Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah~and Nevada) and in Idaho and Montana. They also occur in a single linear belt in Mexico. Their enrichment in lithqphile (flu~rophile) elements (Li, Rb, Cs, U, Th, Nb, Ta, Sn, W,'Be, etc.) leads to the term rare metal rhyolites. SimilarF-rich rocks from Mongolia and the Soviet Union have been called ongonites. Topaz rhyolites appear to represent a special class of the bimodal or high silica rhyolites of the western United States.
Introduction IN 1884 Whitman Cross described topaz, Al 2 Si0 4 F 2, from a porphyritic rhyolite dome at Chalk Mountain, Colorado, less than 4 km west of what would 34 years later become the Climax molybdenum mine (Wallace et aI., 1968) . In 1886 Cross reviewed this and a similar occurrence in a lava flow near Nathrop, Colorado, and made a comparison with occurrences to topaz and garnet in samples of lithophysal rhyolite lava from the Thomas Range, Utah, where topaz was first recognized in 1859. Exactly 100 years afterward, in 1959, the Spor Mountain beryllium deposits were discovered in this same district- (Shawe, 1968) .
Since these early discoveries, Cenozoic rhyolite domes and lava flows containing topaz have been described from more than 20 localities in the western United States . The topaz in the 0361-0128/82/103/1818-19$2.50 crystalline rhyolite presumably indicates fluorine enrichment in the original magma.
A vailable evidence increasingly suggests spatial and genetic links between topaz rhyolite vent complexes and (1) Spor ryiountain-type volcanogenic deposits of beryllium, lithium, uranium, and fluorine; (2) Climax-type subvolcanic breccia, porphyry, and greisen deposits of molybdenum, tungsten, tin, and possibly other lithophile elements; and (3) fluorite and manganese-rich, San Juan-type base and precious metal veins in volcanic rocks, or fluorite-rich skarn replacements in 'carbonate rocks. More tenuous (mainly geochemical) links join topaz rhyolites tp more deeply seated lithium and rare-metal granites and pegmatites.
This paper is, in part, derived from a more detailed study of uranium deposits related to topaz~hyolite volcanism in the western United States . Additional details on the petrology and geochemistry of topaz~hyolites are contained in a Ph.D. thesis by , which has been submitted for publication as a Geological Society of American Special Paper.
Field Recognitio ll
Numerous occurrences of topaz rhyolite lava 11n-doubtedly remain to be discovered. In the field, their defining feature is the presence of topaz, which is seen in miarolitic or lithophysal (concentrically layered) cavities in the lava. Topaz is most easily distingllished frorn similarly appearing prismatic quartz by its perfect basal cleavage and orthorhombic symmetry. Transparent crystals in freshly broken cavities are typically yellowish to pinkish brown; this color gradually fades on exposure to sunlight. Where euhedral quartz and topaz occur together~the quartz is normally present as small stubby crystals coating I the walls of the cavity, whereas topaz is a large, single crystal growing into its center.
Associated dark-colored minerals in the cavities can q.lso be distinctive. The most commop are anhedral to euhedral, red to black Mn-Fe garnet, black cubes of bixbyite, (Mn, Fe)20S, black acicular pseudobrookite, Fe2TiO s , and black platy specular h'ematite (plus ilmenite?). Other common minerals are colorless crusts of sanidine, tabq.lar to prismatic, pink to red hexagons of beryl, Golorless to purple fluorite, and ruby red, stubby to platy cassiterite (Lufkin, 1976) . Most of these are illustrated by Holfert (1978) and Ream (1979) . . Topaz and associated minerals are not present in all gas cavities or in all portions of a topaz rhyolite lava flow or dome. Nevertheless, if topaz is there, 15 to 30 minutes of diligent searching with a hand lens will generally reveal it.
Fluorine contents of vitrophyres (porphyritic obsidians) correlate well with the megascopic occurrence of topaz in cavities in associated crystalline lavas. Topaz is unlikely if the vitrophyre contains less than about 0.1 to 0.2 weight percent F; some vitrophyres, such as those from Spor Mountain, Utah, contain more than 1.0 percent F (Bikun, 1980) . Glassy portions of a topaz-bearing rhyolitic dike in I\1ongolia contain up to 3.2 percent F (Kovalenko et aI., 1971) ; the rock type has been called ongonite by the Soviets. The value of 0.15 percent F isput as the lower limit for ongonite by Kovalenko and Kovalenko (1979, p. 2~6) . Soviet ongonites and U. S. topaz rhyolites therefore appear to be equivalent rock types, although three-fourths of the Mongolian and ?oviet occurrences are intrusive and differ in some aspects of their geochemistry (Kovale~ko and Kovalenko, 1976; 1(10 -valenko et aI., 1979; Antipin et aI. 1980 ).
Volcanology
Small intrusive or extrusive domes and lava flows of rhyolite containing topaz do not appear very'different from those of other types of silicic magma. The crystalline topaz rhyolite lavas range from distinctly gray or chalky, phenocryst-rich, massive, miarolitic types to pinkish-gray to tan, phenocryst-PQor, flowbanded, lithophysal types. Both types of lava (and intermediate varieties) rpay develop a distinctive cavernous or honeycomb-like weathering pattern as in the Honeycomb Hills, Utah (Linqsey, 1977) . The causes of this feature are complex, but silicified areas adjacent to fractures may be more resistant to weathering than the more friable fresh. rock, which weathers to form cavities. . The effect of fluorine on rhyolitic magma is to lower its solidus temperature anq visco'sity (cf. Wyllie, 1979; Manning, 1981) , as well~s to expapd the field of stability of quartz. In this regard, fluorine has the same qualitative effect as water; the difference is that fluprine has a greater tendency to stay with the melt, rather than escaping explosively, on release of pressure (see reviews by Bailey, 1977, and Burnham, 1979) . This feature, in conjun~tionwith eruption temperature and water fugacity, permits some topaz rhyolite lavas (e.g., at Spar Mountain, Utah) to flow rather far from their vent areas.
Fluorine-rich extrusions (domes or flows) typically have black basal vitrophres that grad~upward into thick devitrified zones. The lava bodies commonly are underlain or bordered by various types of pyrolastic deposits. These range from ,near-vent explosion breccias and cross-stratified surge deposits (Sheridan and Updike, 1975) to minor, more distant plinian pumice fall deposits, and nonwelded to partly welded ash-flow deposits (cf. Sheridan, 1979; Self et aI., 1980) . The well-sorted, layered, and even crossbedded nature of some of these pyroclastic units, particularly (Lindsey, 1977 (Lindsey, , 1982 , vents occur al9ng faults allegedly related to the collapse of earli~r, unrel~ted calderas. On' a more regional~cale" they can occur along linear mineral belts, such~s the east-west~trend i~g Deep Cre~k-Tintic and Wah Wah-Tushar mineral beltsin~estern Utah , (Hilpert and Rob~rts, i964; Stewart et al. 1977; '~owley et aI., 1978) , On a still larger scale, they are commonly associated with rifts (~~e following section). ' , Eruptive volumes of tqp~z rhyolites from si~gle vents are g~nerally sm~ll(less than 10 km~; see Table   1 ), An exc~ptional~ase is the l'op~z Mountain Rhyolite, T'homa's }la1?ge, Utah, that has an estimated minimum vol~me~f 50 km 3 that erupted from at least 12 separate vents (Lindsey, 1979) Conn. 1939; Wahlstrom, 1941, 19~4; Corbett, '1966 ," Cross. 1884 Pearl,~939 Cross, 1886; Epis and Chapin, 1968; Van Alstine. 1969; Zielinski et~l.! 1977 Stark, 1934 Stark and l3ehre, ' 1936, Cross> 1896; Siems, 1968; Phair and J~nkins, 1975 . Plug (bysmalith); penetrates Cambrian sediments (sandstone, , shale, limestone); quartz, sanidlne, plagioclase, biotite, Fe-. oxides; topaz; approximately contemporaneous with granite, syenite, lamprophyres, and shonkinit~; Si0 2 = >75%; Big Ben Mo deposit nearby; 50 m.y.
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One might seek topaz rhyolites in other fluorinerich volcanic provinces, such as the British Tertiary province (cf. Meighan, 1979) . They may once have overlain fluorine-rich granites, as in Nigeria, where a topaz-bearing tuffisite (intrusive tuff) has been described (Wright, 1974) , or in Missouri (Kisvarsanyi, 1981) , or South China (Tu et aI., 1980, p. 191) . Occurrences of ongonite in the Soviet Union and Mondescriptions of the other points plotted by Shawe (1976) .
The distribution of topaz rhyolites roughly coincides with the distribution of abundant fluorite deposits and occurrences (Worl et aI., 1974; Shawe, 1976; Van Alstine, 1976; Van Alstine and Tooker, 1979) . As mentioned, it also coincides with the distribution of Climax-type, Tertiary, topaz-bearing, high-grade porphyry molybdenum deposits in Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, Idaho, Nevada, and Utah (Shawe, 1976; Woodcock and Hollister, 1978; Keith, 1979 Keith, , 1980 Mutschler et aI., 1981; White et aI., 1981; Westra and Keith, 1981) . These are the granite-type deposits defined by Mutschler et ai. (1981) . They have also been called porphyry greisen deposits (Burt, 1981) , in order to emphasize the unique characteristics of their alteration (rich in topaz, fluorite, and fluorine-rich micas). In this regard, topaz-bearing cavities in rhyolite might be considered as one-atmosphere greisen.
Not surprisingly, the distribution of high fluorine contents in silicic volcanic rocks (Coats et aI., 1963; Shawe, 1976, p. 15-16 ) also roughly coincides with that of topaz rhyolites. More of a surprise to us was the close spatial coincidence between topaz rhyolites and the central and eastern tungsten belts mapped 35 years ago by Kerr (1946) . As noted by Kerr (1946) , most of these occurrences are relatively young (Tertiary), consist of a high proportion of vein-type wolframite deposits, and are related to small, near-surface granitic plutons. These features contrast with those of the western belt of Sierran skarn and veintype scheelite deposits related to deep-seated, batholithic, calc-alkaline intrusive rocks of Mesozoic age. The significance of wolframite instead of scheelite as an indicator of high fluorine activities was earlier pointed out by Burt (1978 Burt ( , 1981 .
Available radiometric~ges of topaz rhyolites range from nearly 50 m.y. in the Little Belt Mountains, Montana (Witkind, 1973) , to only 0.5 m.y. in the Mineral Mountains, Utah (Evan and Nash, 1978; Lipman et aI., 1978) . In the Rio Grande rift, the oldest published age is 28 to 29 m.y. for the rhyolite at Nathrop, Colorado (Van Alstine, 1969; F. E. Mutschler has provided us with an unpublished age of 38 m.y. for Tomichi Dome); many other rhyolites along the rift are almost as old, but the age of the rhyolite at East Grants Ridge, New Mexico, is only 3.3 m.y. (Lipman and Mehnert, 1980) .
In a relatively restricted area of west-central Utah, ages range from 3.4 m.y. at Smelter Knolls , 4.7 m.y. at the Honeycomb Hills , 6 to 7 m.y. in the Thomas Range (Lindsey, 1979) ,8 m.y. in the Keg Mountains (Lindsey et aI., 1975) , and 21 m.y. at Spor Mountain (Lindsey, 1979 Foshag and Fries, 1942; Sinkankas, 1959 Sinkankas, , 1976 . Smaller dots are tin rhyolites. 1 = America, Durango; 2 = Cerro de los Henidios, Durango; 3 = Fresnillo, Zacatecas; 4 = Pinos, Zacatecas; 5 = Tepetates, San Luis Potosi; 6 = Guadalcazar, San Luis Potosi; 7 = Cerritos, San Luis Potosi; 8 = Lourdes, San Luis Potosi; 9 = Hacienda Sauceda, Guanajuato; 10 = San Felipe, Guanajuato; 11 = Tlachiquera, Guanajuato; '12 = Leon, Guanajuato; 13 = Tepuxtepec, Guanajuato; 14 = Apulco, Hidalgo.
golia Kovalenko, 1976, 1979) have already been mentioned; data examples are Mesozoic or older.
A Precambrian (1.7 b.y. old) metarhyolite (apparently a tuff) with topaz is present near beryllium vein deposits (Meeves, 1966, p. 16-25) in the rronto Basin, central Arizona (Conway, 1976, p. 319) . A similar occurrence of anomalously radioactive topaz-bearing rhyolite lavas and tuffs· has been found in the Keewatin District, Northwest Territories, Canada (LeCheminant et ai. 1981, p.123) . Obviously, such metamorphosed occurrences are much more' difficult to recognize than those in young volcanic rocks, so that they might be more common than the two known occurrences would indicate.
Mineralogy and Petrography
Miarolitic and lithophysal cavities in topaz rhyolites contain varying amounts of topaz, quartz, sanidine, garnet, bixbyite, specularite, pseudobrookite, cassiterite, beryl, and late fluorite and opal. The miner-. alogy of the rest of the rock is much less·varied. Phenocrysts are :dominantly sanidine (about 01'50)' embayed quartz, and sodic plagioclase. Rarely these may constitute up to 40 percent of the rock, but normally they are only a few percent by volume. Iron-rich hornblende, clinopyroxene, and garnet are unusual as phenocrysts, but biotite is common in the more phenocryst-rich lavas. rrrace minerals may include ilmenite, titanomagnetite, apatite, fluorite, titanite, zircon, and allanite. Fay~lite is common in other bimodal rhyolites (Christiansen and Lipman, 1972) but has only been reported in topaz rhyolites from Mexico (Ypma and Simons, 1969) , where it does not occur with topaz and is commonly altered to biotite. I-ligh fluorine and potassium activities presumably make fayalite unstable with respect to fluorine-rich biotite in other topaz rhyolites.
Most topaz rhyolites, except the crystal-rich varieties, are strongly flow banded. l'he matrix of this flow-banded rhyolite consists of a ·feIty iritergrowth of alkali feldspar, quartz arid" in many cases, acicular topaz. Biotite is rare, but garnet is commonly present as a vapor phase mineral in cavities. Spherulitic and lithophysal textures are common, especially along flow bands, and may be the result of local degassing of the rhyolite due to the thermal feedback mechanism described by Nelson (1981) .
Granophyric (equigranular) textures are mOre common in the phenocryst-rich, less flow-banded varieties of rhyolite, as at Spor Mountain and the I-Ioneycomb I-lills, Utah.~F'luorine-rich biotite and topaz are common in the groundmass of these rhyolites, and garnet is lacking.
. Miarolitic cavities with abundant topaz are concentrated around large inclusions of mafic lavain the topaz rhyolite of Spor Mountain. We speculate that this text~re was caused by the quenching of hotter mafic magma that mixed with the rhyolitic magma body very shortly before its eruption (Christiansen et aI., 1981) . The miarolitic nature of the lava near the mafic inclusions could be due to local heating and enhanced devolatilization.
More details on mineralogy and petrology are given by Christiansen et aI., (1980) , Bikun (1980) , , and Turley and Nash (1980) .
Geochemistry
Major element analyses of topaz rhyolites (summarized in Christiansen et aI., 1980, and Christiansen; show them to be uniformly high in silica (generally >75%), NazO (3.5-4%), KzO/NazO (>1%), and fluorine (0.1-1%) and low in TiO z «0.2%), CaO «0.9%), MgO «0.2%), and P Z 0 5 «0.01%) r~lative to most other rhyolites. These characteristics (except the higher F content) are typical of rhyolites: ftom other bimodal (basalt-rhyolite) associations Ewart, 1979; Creecraft et aI.,1981) . Normative corundurn (especially if fluorine is assigned to CaF z :: Bikun, 1980 ) and the presence of vapor phase topaz and (commonly) garnet suggest that the. magmas were. metaluminous to slightly peraluminous. They definitely were not peralkaline, as shown by the analyses and by the lack of Na-Fe minerals such as aegirine and riebeckite (minor aegirine is locally present in intrusive ongonite at the type locality: Kovalenko and Kovalenko, 1976 higher Al 2 0 s and Na20 as a result of the effect of F on residual melts in the granite system (Manning, 1981) .
Trace element analyses (again summarized in Christiansen et ai. , 1980; yield unusually high values for Cs, Rb, Li, U, Th, Nb, Ta, Sn, W, Mo, and Be. Most of these values show a positive correlation with F content and with each other. Ratios such as K/Rb, Zr/Hf, Nb/Ta, and La/Yb systematically decrease with increasing F content, an observation based mainly on Soviet work on ongonites (Kovalenko and Kovalenko, 1976; Antipin et aI., 1980) . The high content of the above elements in these and other rhyolites leads to the term "rare metal rhyolites" (R. Wilson, pers. commun., 1980) and has important implications for prospecting.
Strong depletions in Ba, Sr, Eu and, to a lesser extent, in light rare earth elements and Zr are also characteristic of topaz rhyolites, especially those richest in fluorine and rare metals. Typical rare earth patterns'such as those given in Christiansen et ai. (1980) and are exceptionally flat (low La/Yb ratios) with pronounced negative Eu anomalies (Fig. 3) .
Similar rare earth patterns have been reported from bimodal rhyolites associated with volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits (Campbell et aI., 1981) . These deposits commonly contain tin (Mulligan, 1975, p.-70-71 ) and may conceivably be back-arc submarine equivalents of the subaerial deposits discussed here (Badha~, 1982) . Bimodal high silica rhyolites from the Coso Range and Kern Plateau, California (Bacon et aI., 1981; Bacon and Duffield, 1981) , and Twin Peaks, Utah (Creecraft et aI., 1981) , have similar rare earth element patterns, however, but are lower in F and contain no reported topaz. . Flat rare earth patterns with large negative Eu anomalies also characterize fertile granttes believed to be parental tg rare metal pegmatites (Cerny, 1982; Trueman and Cerny, 1982) . These in other respects (high Si0 2 , K, and Na; low Ca, Mg, Sr, and K/Rb, etc.) are also similar to topaz rhyolites, as are the Yenshanian (Mesozoic) granites parallel to W -Sn greisen vein deposits in South China (Tu et aI., 1980 ; also unpublished data obtained by D. M. Burt during a visit to China in 1981).
Several vitrophyres have also been analyzed for chlorine. Christiansen et ai. (1980) report values of 700 to 1,700 ppm for samples from Utah, which are much lower than those for fluoriI).e in the same samples. Vitrophyre analyses of CI by others Moyer, 1982) range from less than 200 to more than 900 ppm CI, again, much less than corresponding F values. These values are much lower than chlorine values (2,000-6,000 ppm) in most peralkaline silicic glasses (Carmichael et aI., 1974) . Peralkaline rhyolites may be enriched in fluorine and rare metals (e.g., Cepeda et aI., 1981) , but the F /CI ratio remains low, and they otherwise appear distinct from the topaz rhyolites discussed here. Nevertheless,
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I using the Nigerian younger granite province as an intrusive analogue '(where ,'peraluminous-metaluminous and peralkalinegranites both occur: Jacobsen et al.) 1958; Bowden and Jones);1978; Martin and , Bowden, 1981) , the two rock types ,might well be .associated. Similar as~ociations £ronl."Tertiary anorqgenic volcanic.'suites in eastern Australia ,have .been described by~wart (1981) , but no topaz isreported in the K-rich high silic'a rhyolites.
Crystalline, rhyolites contain, in" general, ,lower fluorine and some lithophile element contents t}lanvi-trophyres (Zielinski, et aI., 1977) ." This conclusion is also valid for topaz rhyolites (Steven et al., 1~77; Bikun, 1980) and is, especially true for the, granophyrically crystallized"phenocryst-rich varieties such ,as' those from 'Spar Mountain and the Honeycomb Hills, Utah. 'Vitrophyres from these two occurrences contain' the highest fluorine and fluorophile trace element contents measured ·by us, and the crystalline rhyolites have compositions that aregenerally,lower inU) Be, Sn, and F byapout20percent. Other trace eletnents,with the ,possible exception ofCs, are not greatly affected. by devitrification. The conclusion is , that considerable quantities of fluor-ineand the ore elements cap be released during high .temperature devitrification .and' crystallization" (in .addition to 'whatever. quantities are released during', the initial .eruption itself). The possible relations of these pro'-cesses to, mineralization are discussed below. ,Isotope data for topaz rhyolites remain meager. 'Initial 87Srj86Sr ratios range from 0.7120 {Wah Wah Mountains, Utah; Christiansen, '198l} to 0.7054 (Lake City) Colorado; Liprnan etaL,:1978) . Bqwman et al. (1982) report 0 18 0 values of 6.3 to, 6.9 per mil for rhyolite obsidians from the Mineral·Mountains"Utah. THese 'data do not demand but ,are,.suggestive. of, art prigin of the, magmas frorn the IQwer continental crust.
Origin
Several features of the distribution of topaz rhyolites relate to their probable origin. Afirs't feature (Christiansen et aI., 1980) is that U. . S. occurrences are, restricted to areas underlain by continental crust ,of"Precambrian age (that is, the eastern half of the :··Basin and Range province; Fig. 1 Keith, 1981) could r'estrict the.rhyolites to the continental interior, b,ut it is difficult to see how the melting or differenti~tionproduct would be a high-silica rhyolite, or why topaz rhyolit~s'would be lacking in island. 'arcs. On balance, then, we shall continue to assume that the continental crust is the major source of magma and ,associated lithophile elements, although we still canl?otexclude some of the other possibilities. _ A second feature is that topaz rhyolites are common' in areas of regional extensiqn and" crustal thinning (that is, the Basin and Range .province in the western United States). The initialcause of this extension was probably back-arc spr,eading over a subducting slab that was also responsible. for calc-alkaline volcanism (Karig, 1971; Scholtz et aI., 1971; Thompson and Burke, 1974; Stewart) 1978; Eaton, 1979) . A concurrent increase in the angle of dip of the subduction . \ z()ne has been suggested (Coney apd Reynolds, 1977; . Keith 1978; Lipma'h, 1981) . " .,,' :'" " 1 ' These areas of extension are areas of increased seiSi micity, high' regional heat flow , and abundant,,:l1Ia1;l:;' tie-derived basaltic volcanism. (Smith, 1978; '131a,ckwell, 1978) . Basaltic magma (or earlier calc-alkaline .magma) 'could be the heat source 'for fractionalrrieltĩ ng of continental crust and the formation of the rhyolitic magmas (Christiansen and Lipman, 1972; Hildreth 1981) . Interestingly" in west-central Utah, where the 21-m.y.-old SporMount ain ,.and numerous". younger topaz ,rhyolites occur (discussion above), the crust is presently thinner and uppermost mantle seismic· velocities are lower'than elsewhere in the eastern Basin and Range province (Prodehl~1979,' p.41).Of course, thecrus~rnustha-ve been thicker21m.y. ago.
" , The formation 'of a topaz rhyolite magma preSQmably begins with a small degree of partial meltipg,p£ lower crustal rocks· of the Precambrian cra'ton~" rbe presenc,e of 'a high heat flow would tend to expel water, from .the solids, enriching' residual 'fluorine 'prior to Imelting (Holloway, 1977; " cf.review by Bailey, 1977) . Enrichmentinfluorine and lithophile elements should be enhanced if the rock that is being melted has already undergqneat Jeast.oQe episode of ' anatexis, expelling a ,water~rich melt., (How <many 'Qf the .lithophile elements wbuld, be removed in ,this early melt remainsan·~nansweredquestion;cf. Fjg. 5,below,andSillitoe, 1981.) Later,episodeso£ melting would involve the, destruction of biotite'and"possiqly
Mineral Deposits

Volcanogenic near-surface deposits
Various types of volcanogenic near-surface deposits possibly associated with the eruption of topaz rhyolite tuffs and lavas are schematically indicated in Figure   FIG Table' ,2.
The most important aspect of topaz rhyolite petrogenesis is probably the concentration of fluorine and lithophile ,elements in a stagnant zone 3;t the top of silicic magma chambers (Kovalenko and Kovalenko, 1976~p. 104; Kovalen~o, 1978, p. 24~) . The tendency for tin and associated metals to occur in this environment has been recognized since early in this century (Ferguson arid Bateman, 1912; Butler, 1915; Emmons, 1933) . This feature has generally been ascribed to roofward, streaming and accumulation of vplatiles and complexed metals in a separate vapor phase. Recently, the more general process of convection-aided thermogravitatio~aldiffusion has been invoked (Shaw et aI., 1976; Hildreth, 1979) . This process does 'not require the presence of a separate vapor phase, although contributions by such a phase are not excluded (Hildreth, 1981) . The arguments and data in favor of such liquid state differentiation in silicic magma chambers have recently been reviewed by several authors (Hildreth, 1979 (Hildreth, , 1981 Creecraft et aI., 1981; Ludington, 1981) . The possible importance of liquation (liquid immiscibility) in fluorine-rich melts (Kogarko et aI., 1974 ) has yet to be fully assessed in this context, although' its role in nature is believed to be minor (Kovalenko and Kovalenko, 1976, p. 120; 1979, p. 238) . amphibole, minerals enriched in fluorine and lithophile elements.
Our model for topaz rhyolite petrogenesis is then ideritical to that of residual, or l:t-type, granites (White~1979), which also are called anorogenic, or A-type, granites (Martin and Piwinskii, 1972; Loiselle and Wones, 1979; Loiselle, M. C., and Wones, D. R., writteri commun., 1981; Wones, 1979; Higgins, 1981) . It is also similar to that proposed for Climax-type porphyry molybdenum deposits by White et aI. (1981) . Anorogen~c granites are tectonically and geochemically distinct from the more familiar orogenic I and S types (White, 1979) . Mineralogic and geochemical features of anorogenic granites and topaz rhyolites are very similar (Christiansen et aI., 1980, fig. 13 and table 20) . Correspondences include low fH2 0 ; high fHF/f H 2 0 ; low f0 2 ; high Si0 2 ; high Na20, K 2 0, arid K20/Na20; low CaO; high Fe/Fe + Mg;
and siJ11ilar trace element enrichments and depletions. The occurence of both rock types in bimodal suites in extensional environments is another similarity. Nevertheless, it is possible that some anorogenic granites (peralkaline compositions) with low initial Sr isotopic ratios may be derived from extreme fractional crystallization of a basaltic parent (Loiselle and Wones, 1981; Higgins, 1981) . The 1.4-b.y.~old Lawler Peak Granite, near Bagdad, Arizona (Anderson et aI., 1955; Silver, 1968; Silver et aI.? 1981) , is a typical anorogenic granite batholith, enriched in U and F, that contains lithophile element mineral deposits (wolf~amite-beryl greisen veins and pegmatites. with beryl and reported topaz and ainblygonite: Anderson et aI., 1955) . Gabbro bodies occur in the vicinity. Within 16 km occurs a small middle (?) Tertiary dome complex of topaz anq garnet-bearing rhyolite enriched in a similar suite of elements (Burt et aI., 1981; Moyer, 1982) . Basalt flows cover nearby mesas. Tp.e obvious (if not necessarily correct) c,onclusion is that the same. segment of underlying lithosphere was twice melted in an extensional environment to produce two bimodal suites of magmas of very different ages. Similar arguments might apply to Precambrian fluorine-rich anorogenic granite batholiths and Tertiary topaz rhyolites in Colorado.
Partial melting is only the first stage of topaz rhyolite petroge~esis. The later stages are conjectural, but they may include dehydration and zone refining during the magma's rise through the crust (Barker et aI., 1975) , large degrees of fractional crystallization in a ne~r-surface magma chamber (Groves and McCarthy, 1978 , plus num~rous other authors), dehydration and rapid partial crystallization during precursor, explosive volcanism (Rhodes, 1976) , and refusion due to renewed injections of mafic magma (Thompson, 1982) . 3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14. Parrish and Tully; ' I-iawley, 1969 Hosking, 1969 Aubert, 1969 Bowden and Jones, 1978 Jahns and Ewing, 1977 4 and listed in Table 2 . This list does not consider i~dustrial mineral deposits such as pumice or perlite, or topaz, garnet, arid red beryl as .gemstones or mineral specimens. It lik~wise does not consider placer ,deposits of, for example, gemst9nes or wood tiri, or the possible recovery of. geothermal energy from young magma systems such as noosevelt I-Iot Springs, Utah (Ward et aI., 1978) . More speculatively, it does not consider tin-containing volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits as the possible result of submarine eruptions, as mentioned above.
In Table 2 , deposit types 1 (brines), 2 (lake Sedi~' men~s), and 3 (hot springs) are not definitely knqwn to be associated, wit~topaz rhyqlite volcanism; they are speculatively included here for the sak~of completeness. Deposit types: 4 (uranium. in clastics), 5
(beryllium in tuffs), and 7 (fluorite in. breccias) all occur in the Spor Mountain district, Utah (Lindsey, 1977 (Lindsey, , 1979 (Lindsey, , 1981 Bikun, 1980; Bullock, 1981) , whereas type 6 (cassiterite or wood tin in lava) is most typical of the Mexican-type of deposit, (Foshag and Fries, 1942; Ypma and Simons, 1969; Pan, 1974) .
The beryllium deposits at Spor Mountain, Utah (type 5), are perhaps the most interesting and enigmatic from a genetic st~ndpoint. Their formation presumably involves the four stages of (1) emplacement and apical enrichment of a fluorine-rich magma body, (2) explosive eruption of pyroclastic rocks, including abundant carbonate fragments from around the vents, (3) passive eruption of fluorine-rich lava, and (4) mineralization, as discussed in detail by Burt and Sheridan (1981) . The beryllium ore mineral bertrandite is present in altered tuffs just beneath the lava flow and occurs with fine-grained purple fluorite, chalcedony, and Mn-Fe oxides that replace Paleozoic dolomite rock fragments erupted with the tuff (Lindsey et :iI., 1973) . Lower tuff horizons, even those rich in carbonate fraginent~, are barren. In addition to Be, the zone immediately beneath the lava flow is greatly enriched in F, Li, Mn, Nb, Pb, Sn, U, W, and Zn, but not Mo (Bikun, 1980) .
Is the source of these elements concentrated at the top of the tuff (1) material' fractionated or leached from the pluton presumably underlying the volcanic vent complex, (2) material leached from the vent complex itself by throughgoing fluids that spread out beneath the capping' flows; or (3) rriaterial released by the tuffs anc;l/or the thick overlying lava flows ,on devitri£icatioil-cry~tallization? More than one of these alternatives may have been a source, but only the third alternative accounts for the uniform distribution of mineralization just beneath the flows (Bikun, 1980) . Nevertheless, the mineralization appears to have formed at relatively low temperatures (200°C or less: Burt and Sheridan, 1981) , and uraniferous opal, at least, formed over many millions of years (Ludwig et aI., 1980) .
Subsurface deposits
All of the volcanogenic deposit types depicted in Figure 4 are related extrusive rocks (subaerial). An obvious variant is the formation of large, bulbous volcanic domes that form very shallow intrusidns (Williams, 1932; Williams and McBirney, 1979, p. 118-197 )~This geometry could account for the upward-spreading cross sections of rhyolite bodies that host porphyry tin and tin-silver vein mineralization at Potosi and Oturu in Bolivia (Sillitoe et a1., 1975; Grant et aI., 1980) . These Bolivian bodies, however, are not known to be topaz rhyolites and are rather poor in fluorine (Grant et aI., 1980) . Topaz rhyolite intrusive plugs and laccoliths from the Lake City district, Colorado (no. 6 in Table 1 ) are a better example. They are weakly mineralized in uranium.
Other possible types of subsurface mineralization related to fluorine-rich silicic magmas are depicted in Figure 5 and listed in Table 2 . The figure is based on concepts developed for tin deposits by Varlamoff 2
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SUB-VOLCANIC VOLCANIC-PEGMATITIC "PNEUMATOLYIC" "PORPHRY" SURFICIAL Early,wet partial melting products Late, dry partial melting products FIC. 5. Surface and subsurface types of ore deposits associated with individ':lal batches of fluorine-rich magma bf varying water contents (and consequent depths of emplacement). Key: 1 through '7 same as in Figure 4 ; 8, fluorite-rich skarn (Sn, w., Be, etc.) and/ or sulfide-rich replacement bodies (Sn, eu, Zn, ph, etc.); 9, base and 'precious metal veins (Ag, Pb, Zn, Au, Sn, W, etc.); 10, mineralized breccia pipes (Mo); 11,. stockwork-porphyry deposits (Mo, W, Sn, etc.); 12, greisen-bordered vei~s (Sn, W, Be, etc.) and/or albitized granite (disseminated Ta, Nb, W, Sn, rare earth elements); 13, disseminated heavy minerals (weathered to placers of Nb, Ta, Sri, W, U, Th, rare earth elements, Zr, Hf, etc.); 14, rare metal pegmatites (Li, Be, Ta, Rb, Cs, etc.) . For more detail, see Table 2 . (1975, 1978) . The figq.re depicts deposits formed by individual small magma batches of differeJ:?t water contents that crystallize at different depths in the crust (cf. Burnham, 1979) . The more water-rich magm as .crystallize at the ,greatest depths. the figut~is an oversimplification for natural occurrences, where composite batholiths and multiple episodes of intrusion are the rule rather than the exception. The figure also does. not consider explosive eruptions of large, water-rich· silicic magma chambers-only relatively small magma batches are depicted. Wetter ghosts are shown under each successive magma type to allow for multiple episodes of intrusion.
All of the subsurface types of mineral deposits in Figure 5 are assumed to owe their. genesis primarily to devolatilizat~on of the parent magma (Jahns and Burnham, 1969; Burnham, 1979) . Topaz in gem pockets in pegniatites, in greisen veins, and influoririerich porphyry deposits, as well as in topaz rhyolite~, is one of the conspicuous products of this devolatilization; the mineral equilibria involved are analyzed by Burt (1981) on acidity-salinity diagrams. The detailed nature of separations inyolving crystals, silicate melts, concentrated brines, and aqueous-vapor phases during crystallization and devolatilization of fluorinerich melts remains poorly understood. Experimental studies summarized by Bailey (1977; cf. Manning, 1981) The contrasting characteristics of known produc':' tive vent complexes . (Bikun et aI., 1980) are presented in Figure 7 . 1"'his figure is based maInly on Spor Mountain, Utah (Be, U, F), but also on the Staats mine area, Wah Wah Mountains, Utah (U, F), the Honeycomb Hills, Utah (Be), the Black Range, New Mexico (Sn), and Izenhood llanch, Nevada (Sn).
Ji:vidently, as compared with pro.ductive topaz rhyolite vent complexes, most others had a lava char.:. acterized by more pronounced laminar flow banding, 
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f the solidus in granitic melts, conceivably making possible a <?ontinuous passage from pegmatitic, volatile-rich silicate melts. to aqueous fluids. Some fluid inclusion studies 'suggest a similar transition (see cri.t-, ical summary by Weisbrod, 1981; cf. l'homas and Baumann, 1980) , but the evidence is ambiguous and phase, separation of one kind or another still seems to be dominant in alteration and ore deposition.
The complete wet to dry magma sequence from pegmatitic granites to topaz rhyolites could conceivably be developed in a single district at different times by successive episodes of partial melting u~der conditions of increasing temperature arid heat flow. Conversely, fractional crystallization of a single large, initially dry batholith might produce successively wetter magma batches ranging from topaz rhyolites to pegmatidc granites~l'his latter sequence would favor the emplacement of porphyry Mo-W plutons beneath or adjac~nt to topaz rhyolite vent complexes,~s suggested by the formation of successively deeper molybdenite orebodies at the Climax and Henderson deposits, Colorado (Wallace et aI., 1968> 1978 .
Finally, in connection with Figure 5 and~rable 2, we e~phasize that deposit types 1 through 3 alld especially 8 through 14 are only. speculativ,ely aSS07" ciated with topaz rhyolite volcanism. What is certain is that they are associated with granitic magmas rich in fluorin,e and lithophile metals at various levels of erosion (depths of emplacement). l'heir~ertical cO,n-more abundant lithophysae, less abundant phenocrysts, a higher eruption temperature (as implied by two-feldspar geothermometry by Bikun, 1980) , and lessened geochemical enrichment or specialization (low La/Yb, K/Rb, Mg/Li, Zr/Nb, and Eu/Eu~or high Rb / Sr, etc.). In addition, the lavas crystallized more rapidly (as indicated by the crystallization textures), and the vent areas consisted of nonreactive rock types.
Cassiterite (wood tin) deposits in New Mexico, Nevada, and Mexico appear to be associated with unusually voluminous, thick, and crystal-rich topaz rhyolite lava flows (and possibly more calcic lavas; data are sparse). In the vicinity of the deposits the lavas are characteristically chalky (vapor phase altered), and flow lineations tend to be steep or overturned (Foshag and Fries, 1942; Ypma and Simons, 1969; Lufkin, 1972) . Some bright red crystalline cassiterite in cavities and fractures is probably of high temperature pneumatolytic origin (that is, the direct product of magma devolatilization: Lufkin, 1976 ). On the other hand, most botryoidal wood tin probably formed at temperatures below 150°C (Pan, 1974; Lufkin, 1977) , possibly by dissolution and reprecipitation of earlier, high-temperature fumarolic deposits (Correa, 1981) .
Subsurface deposits
The applicability of the above criteria to the search for subsurface deposits is unknown. In the absence of any better data, any topaz-bearing rhy~lite could be regarded as indicative of a fluorine-rich magma chamber and thus as favorable for the occurrence of one or more types of subsurface mineralization.
A fluorine-rich magma chamber might be quite large and complex, and magma batches that produce, for example, porphyry Mo-W deposits might not rise via the same passageways as topaz rhyolite lavas. Nevertheless, in the absence of better information, the vent area itself is probably the best drilling target, as, apparently, would have been the case at the Henderson deposit, Colorado (Wallace et aI., 1978) , and the Pine Grove deposit, Utah (Keith, 1980) . The occurrence of a thermal anomaly (resetting the K-Ar ages), stable isotope and geochemical anomalies, and base and precious metal veins (especially if they include sericitic alteration, fluorite, carbonates, manganese minerals, beryllium minerals, and wolframite, as near Rico, Colorado, where altered, topazbearing alaskite porphyry dikes are also reported: McKnight, 1974; Naeser et aI., 1980) would be extremely favorable indicators of a subsurface porphyry target in the vent areas or elsewhere. Gravity and magnetic anomalies might be used to map the extent of the intrusion. Of course, the precious metal veins themselves might be an attractive target.
In general, in the light of present ignorance, almost any of the types of mineralization depicted in Figure  5 might be regarded as favorable for the occurrence of related types at depth. The deeper types, of course, might indicate the former existence of near-surface deposits that have since been eroded. In this case, only placer or paleoplacer deposits are of interest.
Finally, metamorphosed Precambrian equivalents to most of the deposit types discussed might well exist, but prospecting for these would be much more difficult.
Summary
Topaz rhyolite lavas, although known for more than 100 years, are much more common than formerly recognized. In the United States, they occur in zones of regional extension on· both sides of the Colorado Plateau; a single belt is present in Mexico. Their known ages practically span the Cenozoic Era (0.5-50 m.y.); younger rhyolites are clearly geochemically specialized members of the bimodal basalt rhyolite suite of the western United States.
Topaz, easily recognized in cavities in crystalline lava, indicates high fluorine and lithophile (fluorophile) element contents in associated glasses and in the original magma. Enriched elements typically include Li, Rb, Cs, U, Th, Nb, Ta, Sn, W, Mo, and Be.
The formation of individual topaz crystals in gas cavities in rhyolitic lava is analogous to the large-scale formation of topaz by devolatilization in subsurface porphyry, greisen, and pegmatite deposits (Burt, 1981) . If these fluorine-rich magmas share a cornman origin by partial crustal melting in heated extensional environments, as here suggested (anorogenic, A-, or R-type granites, etc.), then topaz rhyolite lavas on the surface could indicate subsurface mineralization of several types, including base and precious metal veins and fluorite-rich skarn replacements, porphyry 1\110-W -Sn deposits, greisen veins and disseminations (apogranites, etc.), or even pegmatites.
Volcanogenic near-surface deposits of the Spor Mountain type are important targets for F, Be, Li, U, Sn, and possibly other metals. Equivalent Precambrian deposits may be found, as may back-arc submarine equivalents (tin-bearing volcanographic massive sulfide deposits?). Further research is needed to test these speculations and to solve problems such as the role of meteoric water in the eruption and mineralization of topaz rhyolites, the stable and initial strontium isotope characteristics of topaz rhyolites, and the possible roles of thermogravitational diffusion and various types of phase separation on element distributions in fluorine-rich melts.
